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Abstract
Weexplore the prospects and benefits of combining the techniques of cavity optomechanics with
efforts to image spins usingmagnetic resonance forcemicroscopy (MRFM). In particular, we focus on
a commonmechanical resonator used in cavity optomechanics—high-stress stoichiometric silicon
nitride (Si3N4)membranes.We present experimental workwith a ‘trampoline’membrane resonator
that has a quality factor above 106 and an order ofmagnitude lowermass than a comparable standard
membrane resonators. Such high-stress resonators are on a trajectory to reach 0.1 aN Hz force
sensitivities atMHz frequencies by using techniques such as soft clamping and phononic-crystal
control of acoustic radiation in combinationwith cryogenic cooling.We present a demonstration of
force-detected electron spin resonance of an ensemble at room temperature using the trampoline
resonators functionalizedwith amagnetic grain.We discuss prospects for combining such a resonator
with an integrated Fabry–Perot cavity readout at cryogenic temperatures, and provide ideas for future
impacts ofmembrane cavity optomechanical devices onMRFMof nuclear spins.

1. Introduction

Thefield of cavity optomechanics, inwhichmechanicalmotion is well coupled to an optical resonator, has seen
rapid progress in recent years, with applications in particular to utilizing and achieving a quantum regime [1].
Experimenters have harnessed uniquemechanical resonators with both high resonant frequencies, which favor
the observation of quantum effects in comparison to thermal scales, and high quality factors that offer
environmental isolation. In particular tensioned elements, for example silicon nitride (Si3N4) strings or drums,
were found to bewell-adapted to cavity optomechanics [2], and ultracoherentmechanical tensioned resonators
have been enabled by engineering phononic bandgaps and bending profiles [3–7]. A result of this development is
a class ofmechanical resonators with novel force sensing prospects, thanks to a combination of high force
sensitivity, high resonant frequencies, and compatibility with excellent displacement readout.

In this article, we focus on sensing spins in solids withmagnetic resonance forcemicroscopy (MRFM)using
amembranemechanical resonator [8] engineered for high-Q and lowmass in a platform compatible with a
cavity-optomechanical device. Standardmagnetic imaging techniques, utilizing inductive detection schemes,
reach sensitivities of 1013 nuclear spins or 1010 electron spins.MRFMcombines ideas ofmagnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and scanning probemicroscopy in amethod that has prospects to significantly reduce the
number of spins and the corresponding voxel size that can be detected inmagnetic imaging [9]. If sensitivity at
the single-spin level could be realized, three-dimensional images ofmolecules such as proteins could be taken at
the atomic scale [10–12].MRFMrelies upon extreme force sensitivities that have reached the atto-newton level
in experiments to date [13]. This has enabledmeasurement of a single electron spin [14], or a small ensemble of
nuclear spins, corresponding to less than 10nm resolution [15, 16]. Achieving the extreme sensitivities required
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for this demanding imaging technique have been a long-standing challenge [17]. Further, nanoscale
magnetometers using nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in diamond have provided an alternative and rapidly-
growing route to nanoscalemagnetic imaging [18–25]. However, the challenges of achieving a sensitive force
sensor at a nanometric scale are orthogonal to realizing a long coherenceNVdefect close to the diamond surface
[26–29].

We identify a number of distinct benefits of a cavity optomechanics platform for force-detectedmagnetic
resonance. In a future fully-integrated system,we envision a concept as shown infigure 1 inwhich cavity
optomechanical andmagnetic coupling are realized simultaneously. Although illustratedwith a Fabry–Perot
cavity and a silicon nitride (SiN)membrane, the optical integration could takemany forms and benefit from a
variety of current cavity optomechanics techniques [30–33]. Electromechanical couplings could also be used if
they are designed to tolerate the largemagnetic fields required formagnetic resonance [34]. Cavity
optomechanical damping, analogous to active damping commonly used in force sensing [35], has demonstrated
coolingmechanical resonators to their quantumground state [36–38]. Although this damping does not enhance
force sensitivity, deep passive damping using a cavity enables increases in bandwidth combinedwith an excellent
displacement sensitivity.

In the context ofmechanical devices, engineered SiNmembrane resonators offer the promise of potentially
record force sensitivities among devices compatible with cavity optomechanics; we project sensitivities below
0.1 aN Hz [3, 5, 6, 39] in a dilution refrigerator environment. Further, these sensitivities can be achieved at
higher frequency of operation—at theMHz scale and likely above. Here one expects to reduce 1/fnoise
encountered due to surface effects, which is a limiting factor inMRFMand has been explored in the context of
MHz frequency nanowire sensors [40].

Ifmechanical frequencies of high-force sensitivity resonators can be pushed to 10MHz and beyond, direct
resonant coupling between the nuclear spins and themechanical resonator can be achieved at Tesla-scale
magnetic fields.Most spin-sensing protocols to date rely on the response of amechanical resonator to a driven
magnetization variation. Resonant coupling could enable distinct readout capabilities and potential access to
information on transversemagnetization, as achieved viamagnetic induction detection ofNMRor electron spin
resonance (ESR) [8, 41, 42]. Combining strong resonant spin-mechanical couplingwith cavity optomechanical
coupling to a cold optical bathmay enable cooling of the spin ensemble, and corresponding control of the
ensemble spin polarization [20, 42–45]. This proposed resonant coupling for nuclear spins would be analogous
to recent experiments and proposals utilizing direct resonant coupling between electron spins and 10GHz scale
microwave (MW) cavities [46, 47].

In this article, we present work inwhichwe harness amembrane resonator engineered for lowmass and
high-Q, known as a trampoline resonator [48–50] for spin detection [51–53]. Square SiNmembranes have
previously been used forMRFM [8], torquemagnetometry [54], and force-detected ESR [55]. Here we follow the
work of [8] by studying a significantly lower effectivemass resonator, and develop a compact platform that will
be conducive to cavity optomechanical integration. First, we demonstrate that trampoline resonators can
maintain quality factors above 106 after being functionalizedwith amagnetic grain, and present a general
framework for understanding force sensing using complex resonantmodes. These complexmodes allow
effective separation of the optical and themechanical interaction positions, essential for cavity integration.

Figure 1.Concept of force detectedmagnetic resonancemicroscopywith cavity optomechanical coupling. A singlemechanicalmode
is coupled to an optical cavity (red) and to a spin sample (green) at spatially separate locations. Themechanicalmode (ωm) could in
principle be resonant with the Larmor frequency of nuclear spins in the sample. Amagnet (orange) affixed to the resonator creates a
large gradient that provides themagnetic coupling and spatial resolution based onmagnetic resonance (orange slice). (Note the spin
could alternatively be fixed to the resonator, and correspondingly themagnet to an external tip). An external homogeneousmagnetic
fieldB0 dominates the direction andmagnitude of the totalmagnetic field. (See figure 7 formore detail of biasfield and gradient
orientations for different detection configurations.)
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Second, as an initial spin-sensing demonstration, we detect an ensemble of fast-decaying electron spins of
diphenylpicrylhydrazil (DPPH) at room temperature using amoderatemagnetic field gradient createdwith a
permanentmagnetic grain affixed to the trampoline resonator. The detection scheme here is based on a
Michelson interferometer, while an optical cavity integration is left for futurework.We concludewith a
discussion of the implications of ourwork for full cavity optomechanical integration ofMRFMat cryogenic
temperatures, and the detection of nuclear spins.

2. Functionalization of high-tensionmechanics

2.1. Concept
Independent of the particular spin-sensing goal, a common thread in force-detected resonance is the effective
functionalization of themechanical element of choice. To harness the high-Q and complex geometries of Si3N4

resonators [5], wemust (1) learn to placemagnets or samples on these resonators withminimal reduction of
their quality factor and (2)understand through numericalmodeling howmechanical geometry affects both the
magnetic coupling and optical coupling as a function of spatial position on the resonator.

In our approach to functionalization, we spatially separate the optical cavitymode and themagnetic
coupling achieved by depositing spins or amagnet on themechanical resonator (figure 2(a)). To describe the
associated interaction termswefind it convenient to use quantum scales; however this analysis translates well to
the classical limit relevant to our proposed sensing applications. The optomechanical single-photon single-
phonon coupling is = wg x

L0,OM zp
cav [1], whereωcav and L are the cavitymode frequency, and the cavity length

respectively, and xzp is the zero-point fluctuation.On the other hand, the spin-mechanical single-spin single-
phonon coupling term (see appendix A) is

g=
¶
¶

( )g
B

x
x . 1SM zp

Here γ and ¶
¶

B

x
are the electron or nuclear gyromagnetic ratio and themagnetic gradient, respectively. Both

coupling terms above are linear in x ;zp however, effectively, the zero-point fluctuation is position andmode
dependent, due to the resonator spatialmode shape. The effectivemass,meff that determines the zero-point
fluctuation
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Figure 2. Finite element simulation (COMSOL) of a 500 μmwide and 30 nm thick trampolinewith a pad size of 30 μmand a tether
width of 2 μm.Wenote S1, T1, A1, S2 as the first symmetric, first torsional, first asymmetric and second symmetricmodes, with
frequencies of 359 kHz, 912 kHz, 936 kHz and 1140 kHz, respectively. (a)Trampolinemode shapes. Arrows indicate the cavitymode
position and themagnetic coupling position, i.e.the positionwhere themagnetic grain or spin sample are deposited on the
trampoline. (b) Simulated zero-point fluctuation of the trampoline pad (blue circles) and tether (red circles) for thefirst trampoline
modes, up to S4, ordered from left to right by increasing resonant frequencies.
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wheremphys is the physicalmass of the resonator, andwj is the j-mode shape along the x-axis, Stot is the total
surface of the trampoline. Therefore, positioning the optical cavitymode and themagnetic grain at different
locations allows optimization of the physical couplings. As an example infigure 2(b), we show a simulation of
xzp of severalmodes of trampoline, with a fundamentalmode frequency of 359 kHz. xzp is calculated separately
for the pad and the tether using equations (2), (3).We see that, for a given trampoline design, only the symmetric
modes allow simultaneous opto-mechanical and spin-mechanical interaction.Moreover, the optimalMRFM
detection positionwill depend both on the trampolinemode, as well as on the deposited sample. Specifically, the
sensitivity ofmagnetic force detection scheme is determined by the thermal vibration level of the resonator. The
force noise power spectrum is given by the fluctuation–dissipation theorem:



w
= = ( )S

k Tk

Q

k T

Qx

4 2
, 4F

B

m

B

zp
2

where k is the resonator spring constant,Q is the quality factor,ωm is themechanical angular frequency.
Therefore, tomaximize force sensitivity, both the resonator’sQ, alongwith its xzp should bemaximized.

2.2.Mechanical design and characterization ofmagnet-depositedmembranes
Wenowpresent our experimental work onmagnetic functionalization of trampoline resonators.We use the
4-tether trampoline design of [49], with the geometric parameters depicted infigure 3, and detailed in table 1, for
twomechanical devices,markedA andB. The trampolines were depositedwith anNdFeBmagnetic grainwith
dimensions of a 2–3 μm, to generatemagnetic coupling between the trampoline and the spin sample. The grain
was deposited on one of the tethers∼100 μmfrom the pad. Further details on the deposition procedure and the
trampoline fabrication appear in appendices C andD, respectively.

The frequency andQ of themechanical resonators, before and after assembly, weremeasured by an optical
setup based on aMichelson interferometer [56]. The resonators weremounted inside a vacuumchamberwith a
pressure of~ -10 6 Torr. The interferometer signal beamwas focused onto the trampoline padwith a spot size of
30 μm.Themechanical resonant frequencies were identifiedwithin the device’s thermal spectrum, while the
quality factors weremeasured by resonantly exciting themodes by a ring piezoelectric actuator. The excitation is
abruptly stopped and the energy decay time τm is extracted, whereQ=ωmτm. Resonant frequencies andQ of
two resonator chips before and after deposition appear in table 2. There, we see that although the epoxy and the
magnetic grain aremechanically lossy, the small amount deposited still allowQs above 106, while slightly

Figure 3. (a) SiN trampoline resonator functionalizedwith aNdFeBmagnetic grain a fewmicrons in diameter. (b)Zoom in to
magnetic grain deposited on resonator tether.

Table 1.Critical dimensions of each trampolines in devices A andB. t is the SiN
thickness,w is window size, ro is the outerfillet radius, d the central pad length, a is the
tether width, andmeff is the calculated resonator’s effectivemass of the fundamental
mode, at the pad position, using equation (3). Dimensions are depicted infigure 3.

Device A B

t 30 nm 70 nm

w 500 μm 500 μm

ro 36 μm 15 μm

d 28 μm 28 μm

a 5 μm 5 μm

meff 0.5 ng 0.9 ng
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reducing the resonance frequency. This optical setupwas used for themagnetic force detection in this article as
well, as described in the next section.

After themagnetic grain is deposited, successful grain retention can be verified by the large frequency shift of
one of the torsional T1modes. For a perfectly symmetric bare trampoline, there are two degenerate T1modes,
representing the torsion of one pair of opposing tethers about the other perpendicular pair (figure 2(a)). For
Device A, the bare trampoline’s slight asymmetry resulted in a few kHz shift between the twoT1modes (figure 4
—gray). After deposition, however, the symmetry between the tethers is broken, and the frequency of the
torsionalmode associatedwith deposited grain decreases significantly, due to the addedmass (figure 4—blue).
This sensitivity to the presence of the grain can assist in estimating themass of the deposited grain, as well as
clearly indicating the integrity of themechanical part.

3. Electron-spin detection

3.1. Physical components
The apparatus we use for electron spin detection ofDPPH is schematically depicted infigure 5. It is based on a
two-chip design, which is comprised of amechanical resonator chip depositedwith amagnetic grain for
magnetic gradient application, and sapphire chipwith a deposited spin sample and a stripline forMWs
excitation of the spin resonance. The two chips are brought in close proximity to one another to enhance the
magnetic force between the chips. Amacroscopic permanentmagnet sets the Larmor frequency of the spins. The
displacement of themechanical resonators ismonitored by an opticalMichelson interferometer. The two-chips
and themagnets are placed in a vacuumchamber at room temperature and pumped to a vacuum level below
10−6 Torr, to avoid gas damping of themechanical resonator.

Table 2. Fundamentalmode frequencies and quality factors of the
resonators before and after deposition of theNdFeBmagnetic grain,
calculated spring constant and zero-pointfluctuation (derived from the
effectivemass of table 1), and the corresponding room-temperature force
sensitivity, after deposition.

Device A B

Trampoline fS1 429.1 kHz 389.8 kHz

Q 4.5×106 1.8×106

Trampoline with

magnet

fS1 413.2 kHz 379.6 kHz

Q 2.4×106 1.7×106

k 3.4N m−1 5.3N m−1

xzp 6.3 fm 4.9 fm

SF 67 aN Hz 102 aN Hz

Figure 4.Torsional-mode (T1)mode shapes and frequencies prior to (gray) and after (blue) deposition of amagnetic grain.
(a) Simulatedmode shapes of a free trampoline (gray) and a trampoline depositedwith a cubicmagnetic grainwith an edge size of
2.5 μm (blue). The position of the depositedmagnetic grain ismarked by a red circle. (b)Measured trampoline displacement spectrum
showing resonance location after deposition in blue. The original position of the resonances prior to deposition appear as vertical gray
lines. The arrow show the reduction of themode frequencies after deposition.
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3.2.Magnetic design
To create the biasfieldB0 we use aNdFeB permanentmagnet with dimensions of  ´  ´ 1

2

1

2

1

8
that sets a

B0∼1000Gmagnetic field on the x-axis, parallel to the vibration direction of themechanical resonator.B0 is
the dominant field that determines the spins’ Larmor frequency w g= Be0 0, where γe=2.8/(2π)MHz G−1 for
electronic spins.

Amagnetic grain ofNdFeB, with a few μmin dimensions was used for setting themagnetic gradient. The
grainwasmagnetizedwith an electromagnet along the x-axis, and sets a gradient ¶ ¶B xx . This gradient creates a
force between the grain and the spins, equal to = ¶ ¶·F M B xx x x , whereMx is the spin samplemagnetization
along the x-axis. The gradient along the x-axis is determined by themagnetic grainmagnetization, size and
shape, and its distance from the spin sample. The gradient along themagnetization axis of a sphericalmagnetic
grainwith remanentmagnetization ofBr, radius ofRM is

= - ( )M
R B

r

2
, 5g

M r
3

4

where r>RM is the distance from the center of the grain. Typical dimensions for our setup included a grainwith
diameter of 2 μm, at a distance of 10–20 μm, and remanentmagnetization of 7 kG,which translates to a gradient
between 0.1 and 1G μm−1.We note that themagnetizationwas calibrated by amagnetic propertymeasurement
systemmachine using 10 mg ofmagnetizedNdFeB powder.

3.3. Electronic spins
Weutilize aDPPH spin sample of 20–30 μm in size. DPPH is used due to its high spin concentration of
ρspin≈2.1×1021 spins cm−3 and short relaxation time, of 25–80 ns, depending on the sample origin [57–59].
TheDPPH thermalmagnetization is = c

m
M

B
0

0 0

0
, whereχ0=2.5×10−5 is theDPPHmagnetic susceptibility

[60],μ0 is the vacuumpermeability, andB0 is themagneticfield. For relatively lowmagnetic gradients of
0.1–1G μm−1 over theDPPHgrain, we can estimate the number of spins contributing to the force by
simply r »·V 10DPPH spin

13.

3.4.MWapplication
Agold stripline deposited on a sapphire substrate delivers aMW tone that drives spinmanipulation, as seen in
figureC1. A sapphire substrate is chosen due to its relatively high thermal conductivity and high electrical
resistivity. The stripline is designed as a 90° corner for application of theMW field, withB1=B0, perpendicular
toB0 in the y–z plane. The narrowest section of the corner reaches∼20 μm, on the same order of the
DPPHgrain. TheMWis generated by a signal generator and a 3Wamplifier. For 5 mAof current (≈1mW), we
estimateB1≈0.5G pW » ´2 1.5 MHzRabi . However, experimental results suggest high loss in theMW
delivery, resulting inB1≈50 mG.More details can be found in appendix B.

3.5.MRFMdetection
Weuse anMRFMdetection technique known as cyclic saturation [8, 61, 62]. This detectionmethod is
appropriate if the spin relaxation time ismuch shorter than the resonator’s period t = p

w
 T 2

m
. In this case, if a

MWtone ismodulated at a frequency resonant with one of themechanicalmodes the steady-state spin

Figure 5.Experimental schematic formagnetic resonance forcemicroscopy demonstration.We detect electron spins inDPPHwith a
trampoline resonator using cyclic saturation. Readout of the trampoline resonator is through aMichelson interferometer, with the
signal arm reflected off either from the trampoline pad, or from a gold reflector on the sapphire chip. Zoom in depicts device
dimensions used in the simulation detailed in appendix B.
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magnetization can be expressed, according to the Bloch equations [61].We assume τ=T1=T2, which is
typical forDPPH [8, 57]:

g t
g w t g t

= -
+ - +

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥( )

( )M M
B

B B
1

1
, 6x 0

2
1
2 2

0 MW
2 2 2

1
2 2

where wMW is theMWangular frequency, andB1 andB0 are the position dependent RF andDCmagnetic fields
respectively.We utilize two types of cyclic saturation schemes—amplitudemodulation (AM), where the
amplitude ofB1 ismodulated w= +( ) · ( · ( ))A t A m t1 sinm m0 , and frequencymodulation (FM), where its
frequency ismodulated w w w w= +( ) · ( )t tsin mMW 0 FM , withωFM the frequency deviation. To calculate the
magnetic force applied on the resonatorwe integrate over themagneticfield distribution, assuming radial
symmetrywith amagnetic grainmagnetized along the symmetry axis:

ò òp=
¶
¶

( ) · · ( )
( )

F M x r r
B

x
r x2 , d d , 7

x

x r x
x

x r0
1

,min

max max

where - ( )x x r x,min max max are theDPPHgrain boundaries on the x-axis and r-axis, respectively.M1 is the
Fourier component of themodulation at an angular frequency ofωm. In the case of AM (fullmodulation)

= -
p

( )M M Mx1,AM
2

0 , and for FM w=
w
¶
¶

·M M
1,FM FM

x

MW
[61].We note here that detection based on FM ismore

robust versus electrical spurious forces compared toAM, and therefore themain results in section 3.6 are
measured in FM.

Weuse twomethods to sweep over themagnetic resonance. Thefirst is varying theMWfrequency with a
fixedmagnetic field, and the second isfixing theMW frequencywhile varyingB0. To sweepB0 we add a second
NdFeBmagnet with dimensions of  ´  ´ 2 1 1

2
outside the vacuumchamber, and varied the field between 25

and 43G,with an oppositemagnetization to the firstmagnet. Thesefields correspond to a distance of 87 to
75 mm from theflip-chip. The secondmagnet was added to enablefine scan ofB0, with amm-resolution
displacement, outside of the vacuum chamber.

A complication in the detection is a slow drift of the resonator’s frequency. The undamped trampoline
resonators used here had a linewidth of∼0.2 Hz, with a fewHz drifts at time scales of a tens of seconds. Future
experiments will use passive damping provided by a cavity, but for these initial experiments we simply avoid this
drift by sweeping over themechanical resonancewith a range of 10–30 Hz.We verified that the driven amplitude
reaches its steady-state value, when increasing the sweep duration. As noted in the discussion section, damping
of the resonatorwould reduce or eliminate the impact of the drifts for coherent detection performance aswell as
for the efficiency of the acquisition sequence.

3.6.MRFMresults and analysis
Figure 6(a) shows aMW frequency sweep of device A, with FMcyclic saturation. The sweep parameters are
ωFM=2π×10MHz,B1≈50 mG. A sweep of theB0magnitudewith FMcyclic saturation of device B appear
infigure 6(b). There, theMWfrequency wasωMW=2π×2.564 GHz, andB1≈100 mGwithmodulation
deviation ofωFM=2π×10MHz. The displacement amplitudewas calculated either from the calibrated
Michelson setup (figure 6(a)) (device A) or by comparing the displacement enhancement over the estimated
thermal signal (figures 6(b), (c)) (device B). For a calibratedMichelson interferometer = ·A V Cp , whereC is
theMichelson calibration factor inV nm−1, andVp is theMichelson amplitude in volts at themechanical
resonance frequency. Bymeasuring the enhancementE over the thermal signal =x k T kBth , we extract the
signal amplitude of = ·A x Eth . To estimate the applied forcewe calculate the trampoline response to a steady-
state resonant excitation as = ( · )F A k Q. The conversion factor of k/Qwas different between the two chips,
as seen in table 2.We note that in all of themeasurements only the signal amplitudewas acquired (blue), and a
sign changewas added to the FM force analysis to accommodate the expected phase flip of the FM resonance
(red dashed). To estimate the geometric and physical parameters of the flip-chip, afit to the 2D-magnetic force
model, using equation (7), was performed, as seen infigure 6(a) and infigure 6(b). From thefit we derive theflip-
chip parameters as appear in table 3.We note that the parameter values were within the estimated range.More
details of theMRFMfitting procedure for derivation of the values in table 3 appear in appendix B.

Themain limitation for increasingB1 was the electric spurious force between the two chips. Spurious forces
are typical forMRFMsetups.However, with this initial flip-chip designwe did not apply the variousmethods
intended for copingwith electric spurious forces, such as those described in [8, 40, 63, 64]. Unlike themagnetic
force, the spurious force is broadband yet structured, and therefore interferes with themagnetic resonance, and
at highMWpowers overwhelms it. The spurious force is generallymore apparent in AMspectra, as we see in
(figure 6(c)). In future design and experimental sequence onemust considermitigation of the spurious force to
allowmore efficient resonantmagnetic drive.
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4.Discussion

In the experiments abovewe laid the groundwork for an integrated platform that couples spins to engineered
membrane resonators.We nowdiscuss the prospect for bringing together state-of-the-art tensionedmechanics,
magnetic couplings, and high-finesse cavities, as schematically depicted infigure 1.

4.1. Cavity andmechanical integration
Efficient damping is a key component of high-bandwidth spin detection [65]. In our initial workwe simply used
an undamped trampoline resonator; however, the relaxation time of a high-Q resonator with frequencies of
1–10MHz can exceed seconds, and evenminutes, which is prohibitive to detection protocols. Optical damping
facilitated by a highfinesse cavity via optomechanical interaction provides a naturalmethod that incorporates
high displacement sensitivity and that does not require high-frequency feedback loops (figure 1) [1, 40].

Figure 6. (a)MRFMresonance fromdevice A using an FMmicrowave drive. TheMWfrequency is swept at a fixedmagnetic field.
Shown are themechanical displacement (full blue), the corresponding force signal (dashed red), and afit of the FM signal (dotted
black). (b) Same as (a), but herewe sweep themagneticfield at afixedmicrowave frequency of 2.564 GHz and use device B. In both
(a) and (b), the inputmicrowave drive power is−7 dBm. (c)MRFMresonance using anAMmicrowave drive of device B.We show a
sweep of theMWfrequency at a fixedmagnetic field at three differentMWpowers of−8 dBm (full green),−3 dBm (dotted blue), and
0 dBm (dashed blue). Particularly using theAM technique, the spin-resonance signal can easily be overwhelmed by spurious electrical
forces, as observed at the higher powers (dotted blue, dashed blue).

Table 3.Critical dimensions of eachflip chipwerefirst estimated fromoptical
microscopy and finite element simulations. Further refinements were determined by
fitting data to themodel provided by equation (7). rm is the radius of themagnetic
grain,Dms is the distance betweenmagnetic grain and spin ensemble,Dsw is the
distance between spin grain andMWstripline, rs is the radius of spin ensemble
(cylinder), hs is the height of spin ensemble (cylinder)B1 is theMW-frequency
magnetic field, τ is the relaxation time of spins,B0 is the uniformmagneticfield, and
d
d
B

x
0 is the local gradient of uniformmagnetic field.

Device A B

rm 1.5 μm 1.45 μm

Dms 5 μm 8 μm

Dsw 5 μm 5 μm

rs 15 μm 15 μm

hs 35 μm 25 μm

B1 50 mG 80 mG

τ 42 ns 42 ns

B0 915.7G 873.8G

δB0/δ x 20 G mm−1 25 G mm−1
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Fabry–Perot cavities withfinesse of a few thousand are routinely integratedwithmembrane resonators
[32, 38, 66, 67], and damping rates upward of 10 kHz have been demonstrated in a cryogenic environment down
to 100 mK [38]. Note that resonator designs with ~x 10zp fm, and w p ´2 10 MHzm imply structures of
∼10 μmin size. Hence, experimentsmay require cavities with smallmode sizes, which can be achievedwithfiber
cavities [68] or integrated siliconmirrors [69]. Integrated photonic crystals cavities or whispering gallerymode
cavities in conjunctionwith a variety of high-sensitivitymechanical resonators offer additional
prospects [30, 70].

Further, future prospects of this platformwill require increasingmechanical quality factors from the 106

level demonstrated here, to the 108 level required for projected numbers, while achieving both optical and
magnetic integration. In this article, we demonstrated thatwhen depositing amicron-size grain on a trampoline
tether, aQ>106 could bemaintained, alongwith xzp of 5–7 fm. To utilize even higherQ devices of 108 or
higher [5, 6], a sample (either amagnetic grain or a spin sample, as infigure 1)with smaller dimensions should be
deposited.We expect that deposition ofmagnetic sample with dimensions of less than amicronwill require a
more integrated depositionmethod.

4.2.Magnetic resonance
The strength of themagnetic gradient determines themagnetic forcemagnitude (F=ÿγG, for a single spin) as
well as the coherent coupling strength gSM. Both are crucial for increasing spin sensitivity and resolution, and
note that ideas such as spin cooling throughmechanics requires extreme couplings. In this work, we
demonstratedmoderate gradients of up to 1G μm−1, whereas record gradients reached 60 G nm−1 [71], almost
5 orders ofmagnitude stronger. Themain challenge in designing a force sensor based on stressedmembranes or
doubly-clamped strings is the ability to create a separation of tens of nmbetween the gradient source and the
spins thatwill allow gradients above 10 G nm−1. One can envision a scanning stiff pillar with a gradient source
at its end, as depicted infigure 1 that will allow relative position scanning at distances of 100 nmor below.

Application of a strong enoughB1 that will allow rapidmanipulation of the spins is also an essential
component formostMRFMapplications. Theflip-chip design applied here, withMWapplication by a non-
resonant stripline, achieved only limitedB1 values, below 0.2G. The stripline design, common inMRFM, is
usually integratedwith themagnetic gradient source as well [15, 40]. The inherent 2D geometry of tensioned
resonator limits stripline designs and a different approach such as a resonantMWcircuit [8] should be explored.

Lastly, we review some considerations for spin-mechanics resonant coupling, i.e.operating in a domain
where themechanical resonance and the spin Larmor frequency arematched;MRI experiments have to-date
operatedwith cantilevers with resonant frequenciesmuch smaller than spin frequencies. The associated Larmor
frequencies forfields above 3000G are greater than 10 GHz for electron spins and greater than 10MHz for
nuclear spins. This implies that tensioned SiNdevices are suitable for resonant couplingwith nuclear spins.
(Resonant couplingwith electrons could potentially be achievedwith silicon optomechanical crystal resonators
[36, 72], and has been achievedwithMWelectromagnetic resonators [46].)

Any detection scheme harnessing resonant detectionwill be inherently different than standard longitudinal
MRFMdetection. Because themechanical and the Larmor frequencies are equal,manipulating the spins at that
ratewould require strongB1fields, as well as breaking the rotatingwave approximation. This wouldmake the
spin control very challenging. Therefore, two detection schemes can be considered. Thefirst is detecting the
spins by starting with aπ/2 pulse followed by Larmor precession that would resonantly drive the spin oscillator.
The second is detecting the normalmode splitting or broadening due to strong coupling between the two
quantum systems. Both detection schemes require amagnetic gradient of the perpendicular field, as shown in

geometries (a), (c) infigure 7.Meaning, for ˆB x0 , the gradient would be along ¶
¶
B

x
z . This is unlike the parallel

gradient direction of the standardMRFM, aimed at detection of longitudinalmagnetization, which appear in
realizations (b), (d) infigure 7.

5. Conclusion

In this workwe exploredmultiple facets of using engineered SiN tensionedmembranes formagnetic force
sensing.We separated the optical andmagnetic interaction positions by depositing amagnetic grain on the
trampoline tether and opticallymeasuring the central pad.We integrated these resonators in aflip-chip design
and sensed an ensemble of electronicDPPH spins at a force level of 0.1 fN,which improves force sensitivity by
almost 2 orders ofmagnitude over previous spin sensingwith tensioned resonators [8]. Our explorations will
instruct future integrationwith a high-finesse cavity for implementation of optomechanical concepts.We
discussed future prospects for using tensionedmembrane resonators for resonant interactionwith nuclear
spins, wherewe envision amajor challenge is achieving gradients above 10 G nm−1 with planar tensioned
resonators.
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AppendixA. Spin-mechanicsHamiltonian

The force between amagneticmoment m

and a gradient source ¶

¶


B

x
on amechanical resonator vibrating on the x-

axis (figure 7) is m= ¶
¶

 
·Fx

B

x
. For a single spin (either for electronic or nuclear spin) m m=

 
· SB,N . Then, the

spin-mechanicsHamiltonian can be formulated as = ·H gF xxSM , where g is the spin g-factor.We express

S

and = +· ( )†x x b bzp as operators, where †b b, are the phonon-states raising and lowering operators, and
formally derive

g= +
¶
¶

 
( ) · ( )†H x b b

B

x
S , A.1SM zp

where g m= g B,N is the gyromagnetic ratio. Therefore, we derive the coupling termof equation (1) as the pre-

factor ofHSM, in the presence of amagnetic gradient ¶
¶


B

x
as g= ¶

¶


g x B

xSM zp .

Appendix B.MRFMsignal analysis

Fits to the FMmodulated cyclic-saturation signals were achieved by numerically calculating equation (7)with
w=

w
¶
¶

( ) ·M x r, M
1 FM

x

MW
. Initial parameter values were determined from estimated and literature values and

were variedwithin reasonable uncertainties until a qualitative correspondence between the simulated and
measured lineshapewas reached. The lineshape of theMRFMsignal has a strong dependence on the device
geometry outlined infigure 5. The spatial extent of the spin sample gives rise to an inhomogeneous lineshape

determined by spatial dependence of B B,1 0, and
¶
¶
B

x
x given by (notations are according to table 3):

m
p

=
- +

( )
( )

( )B x
I

h x D2
B.1

s sw
1

0

Figure 7.Possiblemagneticfield configurations ofB0,B1 and themagnetic gradient for transverse detection (a), (c) and for
longitudinal detection (b), (d). Themagnetic grain is represented by the orange boxwith thewhite arrow indicating itsmagnetization
direction. One envisions themagnetic fields as being created in the context of the geometry offigure 1, and the choice of configuration
dependent on the type of coupling or detection required. For theDPPHdetection presented in section 3.5we use configuration (d).
For future resonant detection onewould choose (a) or (c).
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= +
  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )B x r B x r B x r, , , B.2m0 dip

d
d

= +


⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ˆ ( )B x r B

B

x
x x, B.3m 0

0

¶
¶

=
¶

¶
( )

( )
( )B

x
x r

B

x
, , B.4x x

x r

dip

,

where


( )B x r,dip is amagnetic dipole field originating from the center of a sphericalmagnetic grainwith remnant

magnetization Br (equation (5)), and


( )B x r,m is thefield from the large permanentmagnet illustrated in light
blue infigure 5. The integration region of the spin is taken to be a cylinder such that =( )r x rsmax . TheB1 field is
modeled as thefield froma thinwire elbow carrying a current I. B0 determines the Larmor frequency of the
magnetic resonance, while d

d
B

x
0 corresponds to the spatial gradient ofmagnetic field from the large permanent

magnetic. This gradient is extracted from afinite element simulation (COMSOL) of the largemagnet. Thefits for
the observedMRFMsignals indicate that the observedB1 is significantly weaker than the calculatedfield from
the expectedMWtransmission; this is consistent with 20 dB loss in theMW line after theMWamplifier.

AppendixC. Flip-chip assembly

Theflip-chip device is assembled in three steps: First, themagnetic grain and theDPPHgrain are deposited on
the resonator and sapphire chips, respectively. Both grains are attached usingG1 epoxy fromGatan Inc. Glass
tips are used for epoxy and grain deposition, and aremaneuveredwith a three-axismicropositioner. Second,
after the epoxy has cured, the resonator chip is placed between the poles of an electromagnet tomagnetize the
NdFeBmagnetic grain. Third, the two chips are positioned opposite to one another at a distance of 1–10 μm
between them, and securedwith stycast epoxy, depositedwith a glass tip. The sapphire bottom chip of device B
has a gold reflector opposite to the trampoline pad to enhance the optical reflection, while device A has a clear
optical path for no reflection.

FigureC1. Flip chip device connected to aMWPCB, and positioned on a titaniumholder. Inset showsMWstripline designwith the
deposited spin sample and a reflector.
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AppendixD. Trampoline fabrication

Resonators are fabricated from a stoichiometric silicon-nitride (Si3N4) clad (80 or 40 nm) siliconwafer
(385 μm). Thewafer is diced into 5 mm square chips and patterned on both sides. The resonator is written into a
PMMAphotoresist using a scanning electronmicroscope. The opposite side of the chip is patternedwith a
positiveUV resist. The exposed Si3N4 is etchedwith a sulfur-hexaflouride reactive ion etch; the silicon is then
etched fromboth sides in a 30%KOHsolution for 3.5 hours to release the trampoline. The chip is then cleaned
inNanostrip.
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